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PHYSICS AND MEDICINE OF THE ATMOSPHERE AND SPACE. Major General
Otis 0. Benson, Jr. and Dr. Hubertus Strughold, Eds., New York, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1960, 645 pp.
This book presents a number of papers read at the Second International
Symposium on Physics and Medicine of the Atmosphere and Space, held
at the School of Aviation Medicine in San Antonio, Texas in November
1958. The title of the book is misleading, as there are few papers that are
related to "medicine." The characteristics of the "physics" papers vary
widely. The review type of paper is well illustrated by L. R. Shepard's
"Review of Possible Propulsion Systems," which gives the reader a con-
cise outline of some of the principles and quantities involved. A number
of papers deal with high-energy particles, while others are concerned with
upper atmosphere composition and environment. The science-fiction type
of paper shows up in "Time Dilation and the Astronaut," which merely
presents a rehash of the apparent time paradox introduced by the equations
of Special Relativity. Rather too many papers depend on "artist's concep-
tions" of possible space craft.
Among the biological papers emphasis is given to the problems likely to
be encountered by future astronauts. Papers range from descriptions of
experiments carried out on the "Effects of High Altitude Cosmic Radia-
tion on Barley Seeds," by J. Eugster and D. G. Simons, to speculations on
the use of algae in "Nutrition on Long Space Voyages," by R. G. Tischer.
Other papers are concerned with the effects on the human body of large
accelerating forces, and with the possible psychological problems which
may arise in space flight.
As appears to be inevitable with reports from symposia, the better papers
can provide little information in the space available. For the specialist such
papers have little new to offer, while to the non-specialist they often are
too condensed for ready application. The book jacket states that this vol-
ume promises to be "a major source of data" to workers in the field. It
is to be hoped that this is not the case. However, to the generally interested
scientific reader the book does offer a glimpse of some of the physical and
biological problems associated with space flight. However, such readers
would benefit from a more careful selection of the papers to be included
in a volume of this type.
S. J. F.
SPACE BIOLOGY, THE HUMAN FACTORS IN SPACE FLIGHT. By James S.
Hanrahan and David Bushnell. New York, Basic Books Inc., 1960. 263
pp. $6.00.
Space Biology reviews the experiments in space travel and its hazards to
living things from da Vinci's Alpine expedition of 1590 to Project Mercury.
The two writers are not biologists (one an expert in Latin American his-
tory, the other an historian of science, both now historians at the Air Force
Missile Development Center) and it is possible the book derives its easy
comprehensibility and smooth integration of hundreds of experiments and
papers to their prior training. The layman has seldom been offered a work
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